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A Tsunami generated by an 8.9 earthquake in Japan is hitting the coast of California. Watch it unfold at 
UltimateBeachHouse.com’s live beach cam. The series of Tsunami waves began to hit San Diego beaches at 
8:45 am and will be seen live for 10-12 hours. 

A Tsunami generated by an 8.9 earthquake in Japan is 
hitting the coast of California. Watch it unfold at 
UltimateBeachHouse.com’s live beach cam. The series of 
Tsunami waves began to hit San Diego beaches at 8:45 
am and will be seen live for 10-12 hours.

According to new reports coming in from Japan, the 
Tsunami is generating a series of tidal surges. The first 
waves to hit San Diego happened at 8:45 am and 
measure only a foot or two. “The first thing we noticed was 
a lower than expected tide. The tide was about a foot or 
two lower than predicted by standard tidal charts. Then at 
8:40am the water began to rise” said Mark Bustamante, 
Owner of UltitmateBeachHouse.com

To watch and hear the Tsunami live from the safety of you own computer go to 
http://www.ultimatebeachhouse.com/beach-cam

UltimateBeachHouse.com recently installed a high quality HD beach cam as a promotional tool and to show 
guests the view they get by renting a luxury 4-bedroom, 3-bath beach house in Mission Beach, San Diego, 
California.

About UltimateBeachHouse.com:
UltimateBeachHouse.com provides luxury ocean front vacation rentals in Mission Beach, San Diego California. 
Guests can view properties as well as see and hear the beach from a live web-cam broadcasting 24 hours per 
day 7 days per week. Online reservations with MC/VISA are made using the sites secure reservation system by 
RentalAvenue.com or by calling 800-290-6275
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